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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This presentation, created by Lori Bushway, is based on the Cornell Guide to Growing Fruit at Home publication developed by the following specialists in Cornell’s Department of Horticulture: Marcia Eames-Sheavly, Marvin Pritts, Craig Cramer, Lori Bushway, Ian Mervin, Rick Reisinger as well as Steve McKay a Cornell Cooperative Extension specialist in the Hudson Valley. Key aspects of growing tree fruits as well as grapes, strawberries, brambles (raspberries & blackberries), blueberries, ribes (currants & gooseberries), elderberries and hardy kiwi fruit are highlighted.  Additional minor fruits are briefly discussed in the publication and online in the minor fruits section of www.fruit.cornell.edu



This is me!

• lgm4@cornell.edu
• 518-746-2562
• Cornell Cooperative 

Extension, Eastern NY 
Commercial 
Horticulture Program

mailto:lgm4@cornell.edu


Growing Fruit at Home

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Growing fruit at home can be fun and can provide fresh, flavorful and nutritious food.  The benefits are many including:  You can grow large amounts of fruit in a relatively small area. You can harvest dessert-quality fruit from early summer through fall if you carefully choose your crops & cultivars (varieties).



“Why won’t my plants set fruit?”

• Age.
• Winter injury. 
• Late spring frost.
• Cold or rainy weather during bloom.
• Inadequate pollination. 
• Lack of cross-pollination in species 

that are not “self-fruitful.” 
• Poor plant nutrition or management.
• Disease. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A bit of a tangent but this is a common questioned asked by home fruit growers is often an issue related to their local weather & climate.The no fruit mystery might be solved with further investigation. Many fruit trees may not flower and fruit the first few years as they pass through a “juvenile” stage.With most fruits, flower buds form in the axils of the leaves during the previous year and flower buds are often the part most sensitive to low winter temperatures.Flowers of many fruits can be damaged if temperatures fall below 30°F .Heavy rains during bloom can interfere with pollen distribution or insect activity. Some fruits, such as strawberries, raspberries, blueberries, peaches, tart cherries and grapes are self-fruitful. Other fruits, such as apples, sweet cherries, pears, plums, apricots and elderberries are not self-fruitful. Proper fertilizing, pruning, mulching and pest management are critical to fruit production. Specifically, how are these plants being cared for?



The most important years for a 
productive home fruit garden are the 

years before planting.

Plan Prepare Produce

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our mantra.



Pruning and Training basics
Sharpen essential pruning tools

loppers

by-pass shears

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Proper pruning includes using the right tools with sharp blades. Use pruning saws or bypass blade (not anvil-type) pruning shears. 



Other options

Battery powered 
saws (left and 
above)
and
Cable saws 
(right)



Growing Tree Fruits in New York

Red Jacket Orchards 
(southeast of Rochester) in 1917

Singer Farms, Appleton, NY 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Commercial tree fruit growing in NY is rich with history.  In Yates county alone in a single week in 1874, 84 tons of peaches, pears and apples were shipped out of the county.Today, New York is the nation’s second-leading apple producer. The Northeast also produces significant quantities of sweet and tart cherries, peaches, pears, plums, nectarines, and apricots. The New York State Agricultural Experiment Station at Geneva, New York, maintains one of the world’s foremost tree fruit breeding programs and a collection of apple germplasm from around the world.  



Pome fruits
Apples & Pears

Stone fruits

Cherries, Peaches, Plums, 
Nectarines & Apricots

Scan slide 54

Scan slide 36

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Tree fruits are classified according to the type of fruit they produce. Apples and pears are pome fruits.  They are fleshy with several seed chambers.  Stone fruits have a hard pit in their center, and include cherries, peaches, plums, nectarines, and apricots. 



Choose two cultivars
Cross-pollination

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Except for peaches (which are self-fruitful), plant at least two different cultivars within 100 feet of each other for good pollination and subsequent fruit set. Also a crabapple will do the job for apple cultivars.



Apple rootstock

X
Desired cultivar 

(scion)

Rootstock

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Tree fruits became popular in America in the early nineteenth century, thanks, in part, to the efforts of John Chapman, also known as Johnny Appleseed. But today …A fruit tree buyer is essentially buying two attached plants: the cultivar & the rootstock.  Fruit trees are produced through vegetative propagation (cloning).  The DESIRED cultivar are propagated and then grafted onto the special rootstock which are propagated separately.  The two separate propagations are grafted together.  Why do this?  Because some cultivars are desirable primarily because they produce fruit with superior qualities while other cultivars are desirable because they have other special characteristics, such as resistance to insects or diseases, solid anchorage in the ground, and early fruit production.  Really a breeding short cut.



How big?

M.9 M.26      M.7       MM.106       MM.111
8 feet                                                                                                             24 feet

Mature tree size depends on:
• vigor of the rootstock
• scion (cultivar grafted on rootstock)
• characteristics of the soil
• cultural practices

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When creating a home fruit garden plan knowing how big you tree might be when it is mature is critical. Rootstocks type is major factors influencing tree size. Fully dwarf apple trees grow just 8 feet tall when fully mature at fifteen to twenty years of age. The fruit of a small tree is as good as or better in flavor than the fruit of the same cultivar grown on intermediate- or full-sized trees. Most home gardeners prefer small, size-controlled fruit trees as it makes picking, pruning and pest control easier, and they set fruit at a younger age than full-sized trees. Consult the Cornell Guide to Growing Fruit at Home for more detailed descriptions of these common apple rootstocks. Note: dwarf apple cultivars = apple cultivars grown on dwarfing rootstock. This is different than most landscape trees where dwarf cultivars are distinctly genetically different from their full-sized relatives.



Rootstock for other tree fruit
Pears 

Old Home x Farmingdale

Plums & Prunes
St. Julian A
Myrobalan

Peaches
Lovell

Cherries
Mahaleb
Mazzard

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Rootstocks are also available for other tree fruits. Consult the Cornell Guide to Growing Fruit at Home for more detailed descriptions of these rootstocks.



Nursery stock

Get one or two year old 
nursery stock Picture 87 from side show 121 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To get off to a good start, buy high-quality plants from a reliable nursery.  (A good nursery should be able to tell you which rootstock that cultivars is grafted on)The most commonly sold stock are half-inch diameter, bare-root, one-year-old “whips,” usually just a single stem. Nurseries sometimes sell two-year-old trees that may have several branches (sometimes called “feathers”).  These two types of stock usually perform better than larger and older trees because small trees are easier to transplant and train to a desired shape. 



Pruning and Training basics
Start early in the plant’s life

head ~3ft

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Good plant care is essential for good productions and a long-lived planting. Commit to timely and proper pruning and training will help achieve this goal.Though you want to be especially careful to keep cuts on a young tree to a minimum you do want to start your pruning and training early to make sure that the overall structure of the fruit tree is correct, and to encourage early fruiting. If you do a good job pruning and develop a structurally strong tree with limbs that are well exposed to full sunlight, you’ll greatly reduce the amount of corrective pruning needed during the production years. Start pruning at planting by remove any shoots (young branches) below about 18 inches.  “Head” (cut off) the leader at about 32 to 36 inches (26 inches for pear trees) to stimulate branch development.



Use three types of cuts

Heading

Thinning

Pinching

Pruning and Training basics

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Heading:  Removing some – but not all – of a branch or shoot. (Called a shortening cut on older wood.) Pinching:  Removing growth near the apical meristem (the growing tip of a shoot) while it is still young and succulent. Thinning:  Removing an entire shoot at its point of origin.  (Called a renewal cut on older wood.)  Make cuts close to the branch collar at the base of the limb.  Undercut large limbs first to avoid bark tearing that can damage the tree.



Pruning & Training basics
• Dormant Prune February to April
• Train spring to summer
• Encourage productive fruiting wood
• Encourage horizontal branches

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You should do most of your pruning during the dormant season – after the leaves have fallen from the trees but before new growth starts in spring.  The ideal pruning time is usually from February to April.  (Pruning in early winter can sometimes cause injury.) Older trees sometimes need additional pruning in summer, but pruning too late in the season can encourage growth that won’t harden off by winter and can weaken the tree.Training tasks are carried out in spring and summer when young growth is most supple. One of the prime reasons for annual pruning is to encourage lots of productive fruiting wood – one-year-old wood on peaches, and two- to three-year-old wood on the others.  Unpruned trees can quickly become unproductive, while 70-year-old fruit trees can still bear lots of fruit because annual pruning promotes the right amounts and kinds of growth.When pruning and training encourage horizontal branches and prune out much of the vertical growth. The buds at the tip of a vertical branch produce plant hormones that suppress the growth of buds below the tip. The buds at the tip of horizontal branches do not suppress lower buds development so horizontal branches tend to yield more fruit. The other reason for encouraging horizontal growth is that branches with narrow crotch angles – where the angle formed between a branch and a vertical leader is less than about 60˚ – are weak and break more easily under the weight of fruit. 



Pruning & Training basics
Maximize light interception

shade vs. sun

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Light is essential to photosynthetic activity and creating fuel for growth and ideal fruit development including color development.



(From: Forshey et al, 1992)

Pruning & Training basics
Maximize light interception

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Light interception is one of the factors limiting the usefulness of standard trees for commercial production.



(From: Forshey et al, 1992)

Pruning & Training basics
Maximize light interception

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Light interception in dwarf trees is superior and light interception can be maximized with many different tree shapes.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So these pruning and training basics can be applied to many methods for training & pruning fruit trees.Keeping in mind to optimize productive fruit wood, light interception, air circulation and personal style.



The Central Leader method
• Promote a single central trunk
• Create evenly spaced main branches
• Spread main branches towards horizontal

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One popular method for pruning and training is the central leader method.



Planting year

• Slide 114 
again

• Head cut, remove some side shoots
• Choose leader, pinch competition
• Choose & spread scaffolds
• Stake

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is an brief overview of the central leader with an apple tree:At planting (plant as described previously - graft union 2 above soil…) remove any shoots (young branches) below about 18 inches.  “Head” (cut off) the leader at about 32 to 36 inches (26 inches for pear trees) to stimulate branch development. After 1/4 to 1 inch of new growth choose a bud just below your heading cut to be the central leader and pinch off the 2 or 3 competing buds near it. Remove any flowers that appear on the trees. After 2 to 4 inches of new growth choose several sideshoots to become scaffolds (main side branches).  Spread the scaffolds to near-horizontal positions with cloths pins. Mid-July Remove any vigorous sideshoots that compete with the central leader. In the fall tie developing leader to the stake.



Year after planting

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In late winter prune. Remove any vigorous sideshoots that are competing with the central leader.At 2 to 4 inches of growth choose well spaced branches and clothespin second tier of scaffolds, similar to scaffold selection the previous year.   Use “spreaders” of various lengths to spread vigorous scaffold limbs selected the previous year that have crotch angles < 45˚, bringing them down to nearly horizontal. You can buy spreader, make your own spreaders or hang weights from limbs or tying them down to the base of the tree. Alternatives to spreaders include hanging weights from limbs or tying them down to the base of the tree.  



Second year after planting

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In late winter of third year prune.Remove any vigorous sideshoots that compete with the central leader. After 2 to 4 inches of growth choose and clothespin more scaffolds growing from one-year-old wood on last year’s leader, similar to scaffold selection the previous year. Spread other scaffolds with narrow crotch angles.  



Pruning bearing trees
• Removed the diseased, broken or dead
• Avoid small cuts
• Focus on thinning cuts
• Remove side branches > ½ diameter of branch
• Remove suckers/water sprout

productive fruiting wood
horizontal branches
light interception

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When pruning these mature trees focus on: First, remove diseased, broken or dead branches completely.Avoid small cuts which can encourage too much vigorous vegetative growth. Make big strategic cuts first, especially high in trees.  Thinning cuts (removing entire branches at their bases) are almost always preferable to heading cuts, which can encourage unwanted vegetative growth just below them. If two limbs overshadow, cross, entangle or otherwise compete with each other for the same space, remove one of them completely with a thinning cut at its base.Remove any limb above the bottom tier of scaffolds that is more than half the diameter of the branch that it originates from. Remove suckers or water sprouts (vigorous vertical limbs growing straight up from nearly horizontal branches) that are larger than 1/4 inch in diameter. But often times, the top of the tree will take care of itself, with upright suckers bending under the weight of the fruit.Pruning takes practice.  Stand back from the tree frequently and check your work.  Try to develop a clear mental image of what you want the tree to look like. 



Avoid pruning too much

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Many people have a tendency to prune too much.  Prune what needs pruning, but don’t over-prune, either.  Too much pruning can cause excessive vegetative growth at the expense of fruiting.



Pruning Peaches

• prune when flowering
• prune hard every year

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The best time to prune peaches & nectarines is late spring, after the trees have flowered. Delaying pruning until flowering helps reduce the spread of the fungus causes perennial cankers organism and thrives in cool weather.  An added bonus is it also allows you to see how your  pruning cuts will reduce your crop.  Ideally prune them when the weather is expected to be dry with temperatures over 60 F for two to three days after pruning. Peaches & nectarines are unique among major tree-fruits in that they bear most of their fruit on lateral buds in the lower half of vigorous one-year old shoots. To maintain a constant flush of this growth for the next crop, prune peaches hard every year. Peaches are best trained as open-center trees, selecting three to five scaffold limbs that give the tree a vase-like shape.   See Cornell’s Guide to Growing Fruit at Home for a few more details or online Clemson or Virginia Extension: http://hgic.clemson.edu/factsheets/HGIC1355.htm  http://www.ext.vt.edu/pubs/treefruit/422-020/422-020.html 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Peach tree in the orchard



Cherries and plums

• prune when flowering
• good early training then minimal pruning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Like peaches the best time to prune cherries and plums is late spring, after the trees have flowered.You can train young cherry and plum trees as central leader trees, as described for apples and pears Or you can train them as open-center (vase-shaped) trees like peaches But perhaps the best way is somewhere in between, as a modified central leader tree. After good early training, cherry and plum trees need few corrective cuts during the next five or six years or until the trees begin bearing. During this time, limit pruning to removing water sprouts and limbs that cross and rub against a permanent branch. Also prune to prevent the development of narrow crotches that could split and ruin the shape of the tree when it bears a crop. See Cornell’s Guide to Growing Fruit at Home for a few more details.



Thinning fruit
•Keep trees healthy and bearing every year
•Optimize fruit quality (size, color, flavor)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once apples, pears, peaches and plums start bearing well, thinning produces larger, better-colored, and higher-quality fruit. Cherries do not require thinning.Fruit thinning is especially important with apples.  Excessive fruit set reduces flower bud formation for the next season and results in alternate bearing a heavy crop of small-sized fruit one year and little or no crop the next. 



Thinning fruit
• Thin fruit when about the size of a quarter
• Remove small and injured fruit
• Thin clustered fruit to one
• Space remaining fruit: • 4-6” apart  for apples 

• 4-8” apart  for peaches
• 4” apart  for plums
• no thinning cherries

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The proper time to thin is after early fruit drop, when fruits are about the size of a quarter (likely June).Thinning actually requires very little time, and the improvement in size, quality, and repeat bloom is worth the effort. 



Growing Grapes at Home

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Grapes have the longest history of all the cultivated fruits and are among the most widely grown. The fruits are used to make juice, jellies, wine, and pies, and the leaves can be used in cooking. Grapes are also delicious eaten fresh.



Hardiness of grape cultivars
Low winter 
temperature

USDA 
Hardiness Suitable Cultivars

0°F Zone 7a Most vinifera and American or hybrid 
cultivars

-5°F Zone 6b Most northern vinifera and American 
or hybrid cultivars

-10°F Zone 6a Hardy vinifera, moderately hardy 
hybrids and American cultivars

-15°F Zone 5b Hardy hybrids and most American 
cultivars

-20°F Zone 5a Hardy American cultivars

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Your specific site might have further temperature limitations.



Planting year

Winter Early Spring
purchase or 
propagate 
grapevine

plant grapevines, 
tie or stake I       I

I       I
8 ft

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Purchase grapevines from a reputable nursery.  Place orders early to ensure that the desired cultivars will be available. Request that the grapevines arrive in early spring, and plant as soon as possible after they arrive.	An alternative to purchasing vines is to propagate vines from cuttings of a known variety. Making your own cuttings is inexpensive, requires no special equipment, and is usually successful.  Most grape cultivars root readily from dormant hardwood cuttings. Detail on the process can be found in Cornell’s Guide to Growing Fruit at Home.Plant 8ft apart minimum within and between rows, large enough hole to spread roots, depth 2” to 3” above root level, remove all but best cane & tie it to stake or trellis



Planting year

Winter Early Spring Spring Rest of season
purchase or 
propagate 
grapevine

plant grapevines
tie or stake

remove all but 
the strongest 
new shoot

as single cane 
grows remove flower 
clusters and side 
shoots

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After several weeks, buds should begin to grow. When the new shoots are about 10 inches long, remove all but the strongest, as well as any other shoots that arise from the trunk. Also remove any flower clusters or side shoots as the single cane grows. NOTE: Do not fertilize the first year. 



After Planting year
Winter Early Spring
pruning training

fertilize (10-10-10)

Planting year: no fertilizer 
Year 2:  2 ounces per vine
Year 3:  4 ounces per vine
Year 4:  8 ounces per vine
Year 5 +:  16 ounces per vine

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Prune when dormant and continue training as needed starting in spring.  Details on pruning and training follow.In the years after the planting year apply 10‑10‑10 around the vines before growth begins in early spring. (in the book too)A soil test and/or leaf analyses every three years will help detect nutrient deficiencies or imbalances. 



Pruning and Training Tips
• Don’t let vines become overgrown.
• Removal up to 90% of the new growth.
• Buds on one-year-old wood bear fruit.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Grapes will grow on just about anything.  In the wild, they climb large trees to get their leaves into the sun.  But in home plantings, you need to rein in that vigor by pruning and training the plants to keep them manageable and productive.You can train grapes to grow on an existing arbor, fence or other structure.  If you are starting from scratch, a good trellising method is the four-arm Kniffin system. No matter what system you use to support your vines, the principles are the same.  Several things to keep in mind:… overgrown.  You should only have one or two layers of leaves during the growing season.  Typically, you should remove 90 percent of the new growth during dormant-season pruning.Grapes bear fruit from buds on one-year-old wood.



Pruning and Training

four-arm Kniffin system

planting 
year

Spring in 
year after 
planting

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9a-_B6cA-Po

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The four-arm Kniffin system uses a trellis made by stringing two lines of galvanized wire or monofilament between durable wooden trellis posts set about no more than 24 feet apart. The top wire of the trellis should be about 6 feet high and the lower wire about 3 feet high.	First year (PLANTING YEAR) train it to grow as a single cane to top wire.In early spring the second year (YEAR AFTER PLANTING), tie the cane to the top trellis wire and cut it off just above the wire. Leave four to six buds in the vicinity of each wire and remove the rest. As new shoots begin to grow from the buds, remove any flower clusters that form.In early spring of the third year before growth starts, select four canes near the top wire and four canes near the bottom wire.  Remove the rest. Tie one cane going in each direction on both wires.  These one year old canes will be fruiting canes this year.  Allow them to fruit up to the sixth bud along the arm.  Cut the other four canes (2 per wire, 1 in each direction) back to a stub containing two buds.   These buds will elongate into shoots this year and next season will be the one year old canes that will produce fruit.	

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9a-_B6cA-Po


Four-arm Kniffin System

10 buds

2 buds

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In subsequent years, in early spring, remove the fruiting canes from the previous year. They are spent. Tie one of the two canes from the renewal spur to the trellis wire and cut after the about the tenth bud. Cut the remaining cane to two buds for next year’s renewal spur. Continue this pattern of choosing fruiting canes and renewal spurs each season. 	



Modified 4 Arm Kniffin



Hudson River Umbrella
• Addresses problems associated 

with winter injury
• Addresses excess vigor and 

agressive pruning requirements 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=23h4BF5qPgY&t=3s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=23h4BF5qPgY&t=3s


Training Vines to an Arbor

Keep more fruiting canes and spurs.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You can grow grapevines on arbors to furnish shade as well as fruit. Follow the same principles of pruning. The primary differences between trellis training and training vines to an arbor are in the amount of old wood left and the number of buds retained. Allow the trunk to grow longer on taller arbors. Train short permanent arms (side trucks or forked trunk) originating from the trunk so the foliage will cover the arbor to the best advantage. 



Pruning Neglected Vines

Year 1: remove all but a few canes and all fruit clusters 
Year 2: select vigorous cane and train to trellis
Year 3: remove old trunk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b4F8OKwxp0Y

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Renew old neglected vines in stages. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b4F8OKwxp0Y


Growing Strawberries at Home

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Strawberries are a great crop for you to start with in your home fruit planting. Strawberries are the most widely grown fruit crop in the world with a long history – they were cultivated in ancient Rome. Strawberries are grown in every state in the US and can flourish from tropical highlands to sub-arctic regions as they are hardy plants that tolerate extreme soil types. Strawberries provide more Vitamin C than oranges and have fewer calories than most other fruits.If your ever in Belgium apparently they have a museum dedicated to strawberries.



June-bearing

Day-neutral

Everbearing

Strawberry
Fragaria x ananassa Duch.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are a few common types of strawberries available. June-bearing cultivars are the most popular.  Our first local fruit of the summer. The flower buds on these plants form under the short fall days and bloom the following spring. The were focus on the June-bearing strawberries in the following section.Day-neutral strawberry are also grown locally and a strawberry enthusiast might welcome this addition to their fruit garden.  This type of strawberry plant forms flower buds during days of any length and any season provided temps don’t exceed 80F.  These cultivars will bear fruit from June through October in the Northeast. Tristar & Tribute have been the most popular day-neutral cultivars.  For additional info about dayneutral production see Cornell information bulletin 215 (Dayneutral Strawberry Production Guide). You will also see Everbearing strawberries sold. These cultivars typically produce a crop of smaller berries in the spring and late fall.  The combined yield of these 2 crops does not typically match the Junebearing single crop yield. Ozark Beauty &  Ft. Laramie are example of Everbearing cultivars.  I don’t think they are worth your time.



Renovating Strawberries

After planting year
10-10-10 fertilizer  
at renovation:
~ 1/2 ounce per foot
early September:
~ 1/4 ounce per foot 

•Mow or clip to height of ~3”
•Till between rows & narrow row width
•Rake soil to cover crowns ~1”
•Fertilize

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Strawberry can grow like crazy.  Research has found that renovating strawberries after harvest is not detrimental to future yields and offers an opportunity to removed diseased leaves and trim down row width.If you can, collect your clippings in the mower bag or rake them off and remove them to the compost pile to help reduce diseases.  Rototill (or hand till) the area between the rows to incorporate the mulch & reduce the width of the matted rows to about 12 inches.  For more most efficient fertilizer use, apply about two-thirds of that rate at renovation and one-third in September.Note: after the planting year never fertilize with nitrogen before harvest because this increases fruit mold. A preemergent herbicide can be used at renovation if desired. Visit pesticide guidelines at www.fruit.cornell.edu for specific NYS options. 



Growing Brambles 
(raspberries & blackberries)

at Home

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Brambles – raspberries and blackberries – are perhaps the most diverse group of plants in the world. Wild raspberries occur on five continents, more than 200 species have been identified, though only a few are important commercially… 



Family: Rosaceae
Genus: Rubus

Idaeobatus (Raspberries) Eubatus (Blackberries)

R.occidentalis            R.idaeus
black red and yellow

R. Neglectus
purple 

erect 
semi-trailing
trailing

Backberry-Raspberry hybrids
(such as Loganberry)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How can you tell the difference between a raspberry and blackberry fruit? All fruits are aggregates of drupelets (fruits), but raspberries come free from receptacle, whereas blackberry receptacles come off with the berry (hence give a bit more crunch and dietary fiber). Also, raspberry druplets are hairy and adhere to one-another, whereas blackberry drupelets are glabrous (smooth).In the early 1900s the demand for processed raspberries significantly increased. In response, New York growers planted more than 10,000 acres.  But a viral disease decimated the industry years later. Now the development of methods to control this disease has fueled a resurgence in raspberry cultivation in the Northeast.In general, raspberries produce crops reliably only in USDA Hardiness Zone 5 and warmer regions up to Zone 7.  The plants will survive in colder regions.  But most winters the above-ground canes (which produce flowers and fruit) will be damaged, reducing that year’s crop, sometimes to zero. If your location is prone to early fall frosts, fall-bearing cultivars may not be a good choiceBlackberry on the other hand are best suited to the western and eastern seaboards and the southern 2/3 of US.  There are relatively few varieties that can withstand temperatures below –10F and those that can generally have intimidating thorns. Thornless blackberry are not only marginally hardy in most of the Northeast less hardy, they are also susceptible to rodent damage. The information that follows focuses on raspberry species.



Summer-fruiting Fall-fruiting
summer-bearing fall-bearing, everbearing

red    yellow    black    purple red    yellow 

Choosing Raspberry Cultivars 

Floricanes 
new Primocanes

Primocanes

no chilling

Primocanes

chilling

spent Floricanes 
Primocanes

chilling

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Summer-bearing habit. Canes originate from either crown buds or adventitious root buds in early spring. Canes elongate during the growing season, forming fruit buds in the axils of leaves in the autumn when temperatures decrease and day lengths shorten. The plants become dormant for winter, then the buds on the cane grow the following spring once the chilling requirement has been fulfilled. The chilling requirement varies considerably among summer-bearing varieties, ranging from a few hundred hrs to more than 1800 hrs. The lateral axillary buds on dormant canes contain both leaf and flower primordia. At the onset of warm weather, buds break and flowering occurs about 6 - 10 weeks later. Fruiting occurs in early to late summer, depending on variety, then the entire cane senesces. While these second year canes (floricanes) are flowering, first year canes (primocanes) are growing from the crown or roots. These primocanes will fruit the following year. Some red and yellow raspberries are called fall-bearing (or sometimes everbearing). Fruiting laterals will develop from the top of first year primocanes after they reach a certain height, without any chilling. If the growing season is sufficiently long, fruit can be harvested from the upper portion of these canes through autumn. The lower portion of the cane will fruit the following summer, if it is allowed to remain in the field. More on management follows.



summer-bearing
floricane-fruiting

Trellising

•Reduces winter cane breakage
•Keeps berries off the ground
•Makes harvesting easier
•Reduced interference among canes

V-trellis

top wire ~4’ 
bottom wire ~2’

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Without trellising next years fruiting canes must be cut short in the dormant season to prevent canes from breaking or tipping over. Because most of the fruit buds are on the top half of the cane, pruning low can significantly reduce yields. Trellising will also makes harvesting fruit easier and keeps berries from rotting when they come in contact with the ground. Most importantly a V-trellis to reduce primocane interference and increase yields by separating the fruiting floricanes from the vegetative primocanes and allowing light to reach primocanes and floricanes.	



After planting year
summer-bearing

Early 
Spring
prune & trellis
fertilize 

10-10-10 fertilizer:
not more than 1 ½ oz
per foot of row

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To get good quality fruit, you need to prune plantings annually. Proper pruning and cane management can reduce the incidence of diseases and improve growth, yields, fruit size, quality and sweetness.Pruning details follow.



summer-bearing 
RED raspberries

Pruning & Trellising

3-4 canes per linear foot of row

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B376sM6obgU

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Red raspberries produce many suckers and spread laterally. Thin canes. Prune off winter-damaged tips, top canes no more than 1 foot beyond the top wire of the trellis, but below the point of any winter injury.  (Lower trellis wire if damaged canes require hard pruning.)  Tie canes loosely to the trellis wire to prevent wind damage.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B376sM6obgU


summer-bearing 
BLACK & PURPLE raspberries

Pruning & Trellising

2-3 canes per hill

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the first summer after primocanes emerge and reach about 2 feet tall, cut back the tips of black raspberries at least 4 inches to encourage lateral growth.  Let purple raspberries reach 3 to 4 feet tall. By the end of the season, primocanes will be branched with long laterals.  These should be supported by trellis wires in winter to prevent breakage from snow.  In early spring, remove any winter-damaged wood and shorten the laterals to about 1 foot long to increase berry size. Thin canes to about two or three per linear foot of row. Black raspberries and purple raspberries generally stay confined to the area of the original planting hole.Blackberries are pruned similarly, see Cornell Guide to Growing Fruit at Home for a few more details.



fall-bearing

Trellising

Buried plastic pipe 
holds removal able post

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Unlike floricane-fruiting raspberries, you want to maximize the number of canes, so thinning isn’t needed if you are growing these only for fall harvest.  If you also want to harvest the early summer crop, manage them like floricane-fruiting brambles (see below), and remove the portion of the cane that’s fruited after harvest in fall. With primocane-fruiting raspberries, some growers use a temporary trellis during the fall harvest season. One system that works well consists of T-shaped wooden or metal posts. As harvest approaches, insert the posts into the holes.  Run baling twine (tied to screw eyes in the ends of the cross-arms) along either side of the row.   Twine is cheap and disposable, yet strong enough to support the canes. After harvest, cut the twine and remove and store the posts for next season.  



Spotted Wing Drosophila (SWD)

Continuing Challenge

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Spotted Wing Drosophila.  Invasive Fruit Fly – Originally found in CA in 2008 – first discovered in NYS in 2011 – this year found all over the state in devastating numbers.  



Spotted Wing Drosophila (SWD)

Monitoring and Exclusion Netting

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Spotted Wing Drosophila.  Invasive Fruit Fly – Originally found in CA in 2008 – first discovered in NYS in 2011 – this year found all over the state in devastating numbers.  



Growing Blueberries at Home

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Blueberries, and their cousin the cranberry, are the only commercially-produced fruit crops that are native to North America. Wild blueberries grow in all regions of the country with the exception of the High Plains and the desert Southwest. In the early 1900s, Elizabeth White of New Jersey and Fred Coville, of the U.S. Department of Agriculture cooperated to develop the first hybrid blueberries. Many of their cultivars are still grown commercially today.	



pollination

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Blueberries can self-pollinate, but planting two different cultivars increases pollination, berry size, and total harvest. If you only pick two cultivars, don’t make one of them a very early variety and one a very late variety.  If you do, their bloom times may not overlap.  A midseason variety such as Bluecrop is likely to overlap with flowering of most any other variety. 



Planting year
Winter Early Spring Summer Fall

purchase 
plants

plant & prune weed & mow alleys
remove flowers
mulch

weed

Adequate water throughout season

2-3 year-old plants

I I

I I

I I
10 ft

4 ft

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Blueberries are difficult to propagate, and survival of rooted cuttings is poor.  Purchase two- or three-year-old plants from a reliable nursery. Bare-root plants perform as well as container grown plants. Avoid one-year-old cuttings because they have a high mortality rate. (Visit Nursery Guide page on www.fruit.cornell.edu web site for assistance in finding out who selling your preferred cultivars. )As soon as possible after plants arrive in early spring, plant them in soil that you prepared the previous season.  Soak the roots in water for several hours before planting. Set plants 1 inch deeper than they were grown in the nursery, and prune them to half their original size.  This will remove most of the flower buds and balance top growth with the still-small root system.Remove any flowers that appear the first year to divert energy and nutrients to vegetative growth. Keep plants well-watered, because blueberry plants are extremely sensitive to dry conditions, particularly during the first two years after transplanting.Weeding:To avoid root damage, avoid cultivating within 2 feet of the plant, and never cultivate more than 2 inches deep.  Cultivation after July increases susceptibility to winter injury.  Mulches have several advantages: suppress weed growth, reduce moisture loss, help keep the soil evenly moist,  as they decompose, they improve soil structure and release nutrients that the shrub can take up and use, cushion fruits that drop from the trees, reduce soil erosion and slows soil warming in spring which delays flowering (an advantage if your site is prone to late spring frosts).Using mulches also has disadvantages: introduction of noxious weed seeds, attraction to rodents, and can be expensive or difficult to obtain. Although there are many different types of mulches, well aged wood chips or bark mulch work best, in part because they are less attractive to voles that can damage shrubs overwinter.  Apply 4 inches deep and these mulches will settle into a mat less than half this thickness. For good weed control, add more mulch as it decomposes to maintain a 2- to 4-inch layer.  The mulched area should extend ~ 3ft around shrub. To prevent tree injury by voles and other rodents, do not place mulches against the trunk of the tree, and place a hardware cloth ring around the trunk base. Plant grass or other groundcover between rows.



Pruning Basics
• Prune in early spring 
• Do not “hedge” prune, remove canes from point of origin 
• Start with removing diseased, broken or dead branches 
• Keep ~2 new canes per year up to 8 years 
• Remove old, large canes > 1 in 
• With neglected bushes, remove up to 20%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The flowering buds are near the tips of shoots produce fruit.The largest blueberry canes do not produce the most fruit. Rather, canes that are ½   to 1 inch in diameter at their bases are the most productive. In fact, canes greater than 1 inch in diameter allocate increasing amounts of energy to the leaves at the expense of the fruit. Removing these old, large canes makes the bush behave like an efficient young plant, even though the underground portion is quite old.The ideal blueberry plant should have at most sixteen canes.  The oldest one or two should be eight years old, and then there should be one or two left from each of the previous years.  You can accomplish this by allowing only the two strongest new canes to grow each year from the time bushes are planted until they are eight years old.  By that time, the oldest two canes should be about 1 inch in diameter. Early in the ninth year, prune out the two largest canes and all but the two largest one-year-old canes. If repeated annually, this practice minimizes uneven growth and production.  The oldest canes are continually replaced with the same number of new canes, and the bushes remain the same size.If you are pruning old, neglected bushes, you can remove up to 20 percent of the basal area (the total diameter of all the main stems) of a bush without adversely affecting the current year’s yield. Although pruning this hard will reduce the number of berries, the increase in fruit size compensates for the reduction.



If you don’t prune?
Lots of old, unproductive wood.

If you prune too much, all at once…..







Before After

Pruning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Removing 1-2 of the largest canes each year in mature plants will promote new growth



Growing Ribes 
(Currants & Gooseberries)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Currants and gooseberries (Ribes species) are hardy and easy to grow. Their sweet-tart fruits make excellent jams, pies, and jellies, and they are popular ornamental plants. Although many people today are unfamiliar with these fruits, New Yorkers grew 2,700 acres of them in the 1920s. 



Growing ribes is NY is now legal! 

Fungal Disease – White Pine Blister Rust

Avoid susceptible black currants.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the early 1900s, the federal and state governments outlawed the growing of currants and gooseberries to prevent the spread white pine blister rust (Cronartium ribicola). This fungal disease attacks both Ribes and white pines, which must live in close proximity for the blister rust fungus to complete its life cycle.  Black currants (Ribes nigrum) and white pines (Pinus strobus) are extremely susceptible, and red currants and gooseberries exhibit varying degrees of susceptibility.  The federal ban was rescinded in 1966, it was still illegal to grow ribes in many areas of Northern states including NY.  The regulation on growing ribes species in New York was revised and in 2003 a new law passed that now allows New York residents to legally grow red currants, gooseberries and cultivars of black currants that are immune or resistant to white pine blister rust throughout New York State. In the near future, the establishment of fruiting currant districts will allow some regions to grow any of the black currant cultivars. Contact Steve McKay (sam44@cornell.edu), Cornell Cooperative Extension Educator in Hudson Valley, for further details on the establishment of fruiting districts.



Choosing Ribes Cultivars
resistant or immune black currants

•Titania

•Ben Sarek

•Coronet

•Crusader

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Ribes are a very diverse species with hundreds of different varieties that differ in plant size and form, and fruit flavor, shape, texture, color and hairiness. While most are hardy to Zone 3 or Zone 4, a few are hardy to Zone 2.  Several types of interest to home gardeners include currants which are most often used for jams, jellies, juice and less often for fresh eating.Black currants (Ribes nigrum) are really an acquired taste to eat them freshh of the bush, they are most commonly processed in to juice and receive high marks for nutrietion and antioxidants. Some currants are susceptible  to white pine blister rust but these cultivars are either immune or resistant to the disease.



Choosing Ribes Cultivars
Red & White currants

•Rovada 
•Red Lake
•Blanka
•White Imperial
•Primus

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Red currants (Ribes rubrum, R. sativum and R. petraeum) fruits range in color from dark red to pink, yellow, white and beige, and they continue to sweeten on the bush even after they appear to be in full color.. Many people consider Rovada to be the best red currant cultivar. Plants are dependable, vigorous, late ripening, and very productive, bearing long-stemmed clusters of large red berries that are easy to pick.	White currants.  A type of red currant, white currant cultivars are sold less frequently by nurseries. Blanka is most commonly available. Berries are large and mild in flavor with a pale yellow color. Most people prefer White Imperial or Primus if they are available.



Choosing Ribes Cultivars
Gooseberries

American type:
•Poorman
•Oregon Champion
•Hinnonmaki
•Captivator

European type:
•Invicta
•Leveller
•Careless
•Catherina

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are two types of gooseberry plants—American (Ribes hirtellum) and European (Ribes uva-crispa). Cultivars of the American type are smaller but more resistant to mildew. They tend to be healthier and more productive.



Pruning Currants and 
Gooseberries

• 1st year - keep 6 -8 
vigorous shoots

• 2nd year - keep 4-5 one 
year olds & 3-4 two year 
olds 

• 3rd year - keep 3-4 shoot 
in each age class

• 4th year - remove oldest 
shoots & keep 3-4 shoot in 
each age class

• Always remove diseased 
& broken shoots.



Growing Elderberries

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Elderberries are popular for their unusual taste in pies, jellies, and jams. They are occasionally used in winemaking. The plants are very hardy (usually to Zone 4 but some kinds to Zone 3), and because they flower in late June, the crop is seldom damaged by late spring frost.  They are attractive and easy to grow, and are great in landscape plantings. Elderberries contain more phosphorus and potassium than any other temperate fruit crop. The fruit is also rich in vitamin C.



Choosing Elderberries Cultivars

•Adams No. 1
•Adams No. 2
•York 
•Johns
•Kent
•Nova
•Scotia

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Elderberries belong to the genus Sambucus. Individual flowers are small, white, and borne in large compound clusters. They are nearly self-unfruitful, so plant two different cultivars within 60 feet of each other to provide adequate cross-pollination. Adams No. 1 and Adams No. 2 are two old cultivars, introduced by the New York State Agricultural Experiment Station in 1926. They are strong, vigorous, productive, hardy to Zone 4 and bear large fruit clusters. They also ripen late, with fruit maturing in early September. Other cultivars with large clusters and berries include York, Johns, Kent, Nova, and Scotia. York is somewhat more productive than the Adams series, and the berries tend to be larger.



9 – 40 species

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Almost every part of the elderberry plant has some uses: fruits, flowers, leaves, roots, pith and bark (Vallès et al. 2004). Information related to human exploitation of Sambucus can be traced as far back as the Ancient Rome. Dioscorides (40 – 90 AD) mentioned the use of S. ebulus to color hair in his treatise De materia medica (Osbaldeston and Wood 2000). Pliny the Elder (23 – 79 AD) reported that numerous wind instruments and pop-guns were made out of elderberry 49 (Grieve 1931). Report of the medicinal uses of elderberry flowers and bark were already mentioned in the 17th century by Agustí (1617). 



Planning & Preparing year
Evaluate your site and soil

moist, fertile, well-drained soil 
good air circulation 
complete soil test

Prepare the soil
adjust pH to ~ 5.5 and 6.5
eliminate perennial weeds 
increase organic matter 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The most important year for production is the year before planting.



Planting year
Winter Early Spring Summer Fall

purchase 
plants
propagate

plant 2 cultivars weed & mow alleys
mulch

weed

Adequate water throughout season

I I

I I

I I
6-10 ft

6-10 ft

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Plants are easy to propagate from hardwood cuttings taken when plants are dormant.Plant elderberries in spring, as soon as possible after they arrive from the nursery to prevent plants from drying out.  Space plants 6 to 10 feet apart.  Elderberries are shallow rooted, so keep them well-watered during the first season.The most difficult problem faced when growing elderberries is weed control. Because they have shallow roots, do not cultivate deeper than 2 inches. After the first year, it is best to avoid disturbing the soil at all because the slightest injury can damage the fibrous root system or kill one of the new upright shoots. Use a combination of pulling weeds by hand while they are still small, mowing and mulching to control weeds without disturbing the elderberry roots.  Once you develop a thick hedgerow of plants, elderberries can suppress weeds quite well.



After planting year
Early Spring Summer Late summer

prune hand weed 
mow alleys
replenish mulch

harvest

Adequate water throughout season

For each year of plant’s age apply
1/8 lb ammonium nitrate (up to 1lb per plant)
or  ½ lb 10-10-10 (up to 4 lb per plant)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Second-year elderberry canes with good lateral development are the most fruitful.  In the third or fourth year, older wood tends to lose vigor and become weak. Remove all dead, broken or weak canes, plus all canes more than three years old.  Leave an equal number of one-, two-, and three-year-old canes.Diseases and InsectsElderberry plants are generally free of pests, which makes them great for landscape plantings. Powdery mildew is a problem in some years, especially when it affects the fruit. Cane borers occasionally cause damage, but are usually not present in large numbers. Pruning out infested canes is the best remedy for home gardeners.Uncooked berries have a dark purple juice and are astringent and inedible.  Use the fruit as soon as possible or keep it at a cool temperature for later use. It is difficult to transport elderberries because the fruits fall off the cluster during transit.



Growing Hardy Kiwi

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Oregon State and Penn State have on line production guides for Hardy Kiwi.http://eesc.orst.edu/agcomwebfile/edmat/PNW507.pdfhttp://ssfruit.cas.psu.edu/chapter12/chapter12a.htmWhile their tastes are similar, hardy kiwifruits are different from the kiwifruits you find in the produce aisle at the supermarket.  The hardy kiwifruit (Actinidia arguta) is native to northeastern Asia, while its commercially available cousin (A. chinensis) is native to southern China. In the eastern United States, the commercial kiwifruit grows only as far north as Maryland and then only in protected spots. Hardy kiwifruit plants tolerate temperatures as low as -25°F or so, but are sensitive to late spring frosts.  The fruits, which are about the size of a large grape, aren’t covered with fuzz, have small seeds, and can be eaten out of hand without peeling. They also have excellent flavor, can be dried or made into wine and are higher in Vitamin C than most citrus fruits. Some people find they have a strong laxative effect. 



Keys to success
•Choose cultivars of Actinidia aruguta (NOT A. chinensis)

•Plant 1 male for every 9 female plants
•Avoid planting in frost pockets
•Support vines (trellis system, arbor…) 
•Prune plants at least 2 or 3 times during the 

growing season and once late winter

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Recall the our previous general keys to success including plan ahead, start small, prepare soil…in addition, specific for hardy kiwiBe sure to choose cultivars of Actinidia aruguta, the hardy kiwifruit – not A. chinensis, which will not survive New York winters.Purchase at least one male plant for every nine female plants to ensure pollination and fruit set.Avoid planting in frost pockets.  Sites with northern exposure are good because they delay early growth in spring, which can be damaged by late frosts.Construct a trellis system or otherwise support vines.Prune plants at least two or three times during the growing season and once during winter. 



Choosing cultivars Hardy 
Kiwi- Actinidia aruguta

•Ananasnaya
•Meader 
•Geneva 
•Michigan State

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The hardy kiwifruit plant is a strong-growing perennial vine with small leaves and bright red stems. It can grow to 40 feet in length.   If not pruned and trained, the vines will grow up trees and over fences. Most plants are dioecious.  They bear either male or female flowers but not both.  For this reason, you need to plant both a male and female plant if you want to harvest fruit. Some nurseries sell hermaphroditic plants which bear flowers of both sexes, but their performance has been poor. Several cultivars are available through various nurseries. Improved selections that perform well in New York include Ananasnaja, Geneva, Meader, MSU, and the 74 series. Male cultivars might be simple named male kiwi.  (Cultivar won’t matter for male as only the seeds are a combination of the male and female genes.)In early summer, the vines bear small white flowers with chocolate-colored centers on the previous season’s spur growth.  They have a fragrance similar to lily-of-the-valley and are pollinated by wind or insects. Greenish-yellow fruits develop in summer and into the fall, and ripen very late in the season. Plants usually fruit by their fourth year, and bear full crops after the eighth year. Once established, plants can live for fifty or more years.



Courtesy of 
Marvin Pritts



More fruits…
Persimmons
Pawpaws 
Mulberries
Juneberries
Highbush Cranberries
Cornelian Cherries 
Beach plums
Buffaloberries 
Quinces

North American Fruit Explorers (NAFEX)  www.nafex.org/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Some details can be found in Cornell’s Guide to Growing Fruit at Home or online www.fruit.cornell.eduAdditionally visit the North American Fruit Explorers (NAFEX)  http://www.nafex.org/  amateur fruit enthusiasts who often know more than research institutions 

http://www.nafex.org/


Juneberries



Haskap or 
Honeyberries

Photo courtesy of 
Mike Nuckols, 
CCE Jefferson 
County

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Member of honeysuckle familyNOT invasive; does not spreadNative to far-north Russia6-feet tall at maturityBee pollinatedFruit ripens with early strawberries – a month before blueberries!High in nutrients; low in caloriesHigh Fiber = PectinReportedly more Anthocyanins than blueberryEasy to grow.Hardy to USDA Zone 2



Beach Plum



Paw Paw
PRO
• Easy to grow
• Unusual flavor and texture
• Natural pesticides (annonaceous

acetogenins)

CON
• Unusual flavor and texture
• Potential link to Parkinson Disease-like 

effects
• The FDA does not currently have any 

evidence that pawpaw is unsafe to eat 



Chokeberry



Quince



Figs

In New York they must be grown in 
containers and brought inside 
during the winter
In some southern counties you may 
be able to over-winter figs in 
gardens by protecting the trees
Figs are grown on their own roots, 
but branches can be pruned to keep 
the trees at a manageable height
‘Chicago Hardy’, ‘Brown Turkey’, 



Persimmon
PRO
• Large shade trees/Fall foliage
• Persimmon pudding
• Wildlife
• Fruit hangs on trees after trees 

defoliate
• Disease and pest resistant

CON
• Very astringent



Mulberries
PRO
• Easy to grow
• Shade tolerant, and 

provides shade
• Pies, preserves, wine
• High antioxidant and 

resveratrol concentration
• Silk (only the White 

mulberry; Morus alba)

CON
• Large trees
• Messy



Schisandra chinensis 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Deciduous woody vine native to forests of Northern China and the Russian Far East. It is hardy in Zone 4. The plant likes some shade with moist, well-drained soil. The species itself is dioecious.Its berries are used in traditional medicine, where it is considered one of the 50 fundamental herbs. In Korea, the berries are known as omija (hangul – five flavors). Tens of tons of berries are used annually in Russia for the commercial manufacture of juices, wines, extracts, and sweets.



Seaberry or Sea buckthorn
Hippophae rhamnoides

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Food items include juice, sauces, jams, wine, tea, candy, ice cream and sorbet. Its tart, citrus-like flavor complements other foods, and it is a nutritional powerhouse rich in vitamins A, C, E and K.Sea buckthorn is rich in genetic diversity as reflected in fruit size, shape, color and maturity, as well as in its plant size, form and shape. All seaberry plants share in common their thorniness, nitrogen fixing ability, dioecious nature and lack of an abscission layer, which makes fruit removal very difficult.Hardiness zone – 3-8Exposure – full sunSoil – any type with pH 5.5-7.5Years to harvest – 2-3Seaberry is dioecious, requiring both male and female plants. Female plants are pollinated by male plants almost exclusively by wind or gravity because they do not have flowers that attract pollinators.



Kousa Dogwood



Cornelian cherry



Autumn Olive
PRO

• Berries are rich in carotenoids, particularly lycopene
• Can thrive in poor soils and has nitrogen fixing root 

nodules. Drought, salt and low pH (down to 4.0) tolerant

CON
• Invasive, readily spread by birds and grows almost 

anywhere it germinate



Buffaloberries



Highbush Cranberry

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The fruits, sour and rich in vitamin C, can be eaten raw or cooked into a sauce to serve with meat or game. The Inuit mix the berries with rosehips and gooseberries and boil them into a syrup.Hardiness zone – 3-7Exposure – prefers full sun, pioneering plantSoil – moist loam soils preferred, pH 6.0-7.5Adaptability – widely adapted to all but very wet and droughty soilsPest issues – viburnum leaf beetleYears to harvest – 2-3Life of planting – 30+ years



https://blogs.cornell.edu/berries/

Good Luck!!
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